Ecodesign tools in the construction sector: analyzing usage inadequacies with designers’ needs

Highlights

- Current ecodesign tools fail to meet building designers’ needs.
- Interviews lead to a model of usages, problems, and solutions in building ecodesign.
- The DSM Value Bucket algorithm analyzes the matching between tools and practice.
- Tools are missing in early stages, for multicriteria analysis and benchmarking.
- Conclusions are also drawn on the integration of the building design process.

Abstract

In this article, a usage-driven perspective is taken to analyze the lack of industrial uptake of ecodesign tools in the construction sector. Eleven interviews with professionals were carried out to gain insight into the building design process, the roles of the different actors and their interactions. Nineteen further interviews investigated ecodesign knowledge and practice, and the barriers to wider implementation of this approach. The data drawn from the interviews were analyzed with the Dependency Structure Modelling Value Bucket (DSM VB) algorithm. The algorithm maps usage situations, designer issues and existing ecodesign tools to highlight gaps in the available offer for ecodesign tools. It appears that ecodesign tools are missing in the early design stages, and that what is most needed in these phases are tools for multicriteria analysis (economic, social, and environmental) and benchmarking. Tools answering these needs, combined with desirable changes we identified in the design process, would help ecodesign adoption.
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1. Introduction

The construction sector plays a key role when environmental issues are under discussion, as buildings are major contributors to the environmental impact of human activity (Anderson et al., 2015). For instance, in France, tertiary and residential buildings accounted for 44% of final energy consumption in 2012 and 22% of carbon dioxide emissions in 2011 (ADEME, 2013).

To address this issue and reduce the environmental impact of human-led activity, one possible solution is the integration of environmental aspects in product design and development, which is called ecodesign (ISO, 2002). Indeed, choices made during the design phase can have a major impact on the environmental performance of products (Jeswiet and Hauschild, 2005). Ecodesign covers a wide range of practices: methodologies, software, specific processes, etc. This article focuses on those practices that have been formalized and are referred to as ecodesign tools, namely “any systematic means for dealing with environmental issues during the product development process” (Baumann et al., 2002). In the construction sector, building ecodesign can be defined as “all tools minimizing the inherent environmental impact of a construction” (Gobin, 2011). Various issues are tackled, such as energy saving, human health or biodiversity protection (Peuportier et al., 2013), and ecodesigned buildings are sometimes referred to as “green buildings” (Wang et al., 2005).

Although many ecodesign tools have been produced since the emergence of the concept, evidence shows that ecodesign is still not widespread in industry. In the construction sector, researchers have investigated structural market characteristics which deter investors from supporting ecodesign (Häkkinen and Belloni, 2011; Persson and Grönkvist, 2014), and others have assessed and compared building certification systems (Ding, 2008; Suzer, 2015). Case studies of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) used in building design have been reviewed (Cabeza et al., 2014; Ortiz et al., 2009). However, evidence is still missing on how ecodesign tools fit into designers’ activities and why non-users, i.e. those who do not use ecodesign tools, do not adopt them. This is true for ecodesign in general, and even more for building ecodesign. Research on barriers to ecodesign tools implementation does underline high-level issues, but does not accurately pinpoint where and when tools would be useful for performing certain tasks during the building design process. Previous analysis has focused on the characteristics of the tools (cf. Reijnders and van Roekel, 1999 for example), rather than on their use by professionals. Moreover, most of the literature in the construction sector has addressed LCA and there is little study of the industrial uptake of other tools.

In this article, a user-centered perspective is taken to analyze barriers to ecodesign tool implementation. The objective is to analyze practices and to obtain feedback from users, in order to understand why ecodesign tools are not used more. A second part is to understand if unknown tools
could provide functional answers to designers’ problems, and what tools are still missing to alleviate these problems. To do so, practitioners are interviewed to understand the stages of the building design process in France and participants’ roles concerning the environmental dimension. In a second interview phase, practitioners are asked about ecodesign tools and issues they encountered when trying to put ecodesign into practice. Then a tool – the DSM Value Bucket algorithm - is used to map the process stages, the ecodesign tools and the ecodesign issues in building so as to identify the areas where needs exist which are not being met.

2. Literature review on the implementation of ecodesign tools in industrial practice

2.1. Implementation of ecodesign tools

There are many tools intended to help designers improve environmental performance. By as early as 2002, more than 150 could be identified in the literature (Baumann et al., 2002). Ecodesign tools cover different aspects: Bovea and Pérez-Belis (2012) identified 35 tools for integrating environmental requirements into the product design process; Goodall et al. (2014) found 41 tools to evaluate remanufacturing feasibility. These figures show that numerous ecodesign tools exist.

However, despite the abundant options of available ecodesign tools, their implementation is still very limited. In a 2010 telephone survey of 373 French companies 33% declared that they had implemented ecodesign practices, but only 20% had integrated ecodesign for all their products (BVA and ADEME, 2010). In a survey of 93 British companies, 43% declared to include environmental considerations “often” or “very often” during the design brief stage, 45% for functional requirement, 50% for conceptual design, 47% for embodiment design and 52% for detailed design (Deutz et al., 2013). In other surveys, out of 69 French companies, 44 had ecodesigned less than 20% of their products (Reyes, 2007), among 112 UK and Sweden manufacturing companies, less than 50% declared to practice ecodesign (Short et al., 2012).

Although ecodesign is an important element in contemporary design strategies and design management (van Hemel and Cramer, 2002), it has not yet been generalized (Baumann et al., 2002; Bovea and Pérez-Belis, 2012; Vallet et al., 2013). Ecodesign is still in a propagation phase. In order to explain this situation, many authors have studied the barriers for ecodesign implementation.

Zhang et al. (2013) underline the fact that the literature does not provide “any clear example of a wide variety of tools (not only LCA) that could be used along the design process in a federative approach, nor the possible connections between the various product designers’ activities and the
various environmental tools”. Bovea and Pérez-Belis (2012) propose that complexity, the time required for implementation and the lack of environmental knowledge are reasons for the low use of ecodesign tools. Le Pochat et al. (2007) identify the difficulty of use and the lack of interoperability as major barriers for implementing ecodesign tools. Lindahl (2006) also observed a lack of follow-up on implementation from managers as an explanation for low use. Lofthouse (2006) concludes from an industrial case study that the language used in ecodesign tools is not adequate, that tools are time-consuming and separate from regular design practice.

Bey et al. (2013) identified four main barriers: finding environmental information; no extra resource allocated; too much expert knowledge required; and the difficulty of identifying suitable alternatives for components or materials. Birch et al. (2012) compared 22 tools and concluded that most tools focus more on product strategy than on operational design tasks. Poulkidou et al. (2014) conclude that tools are either too simple or too advanced, and often unfit for designers, while also mentioning cooperation obstacles, communication difficulties and difficulties to access information as barriers. Finally, some authors (Lindahl, 2006; Millet et al., 2007) identified a well-diffused tool, LCA, as unfit for design purpose.

It should be noticed that many of these barriers stem from root causes identified by Lofthouse (2006) and Lindahl (2006): an insufficient analysis of both the requirements of designers and of the design context results in a misalignment between tools and designers’ needs and practices.

2.2. Situation in the construction sector: implementation of building ecodesign

Building ecodesign covers a wide range of objectives and practices, e.g. construction waste reduction by design (Osmani et al., 2008), the use of recycled materials (Chick and Micklethwaite, 2004) and energy-efficient building design (Attia et al., 2012). To achieve such objectives, tools are numerous. Already in 2004, IEA Annex 31 counted 133 tools of different sorts in 14 countries (IEA Annex 31, 2004), with many LCA tools, but also checklists, design guidelines and rating systems. Examples of tools used for building ecodesign are LCA (Ortiz et al., 2009), Material Flow Analysis (Rincón et al., 2013) or assessment frameworks (Ding, 2008). However, the construction sector does not appear to be different from other sectors when it comes to ecodesign implementation in everyday business practice. The literature on the subject is limited and mainly addresses LCA implementation, which is likely due to the fact that certifications schemes include LCA or will include it soon, e.g. LEED 4.0 (Olinzock et al., 2015), or because LCA can help to ensure compliance with energy regulations (Malmqvist et al., 2011).
Despite these motivators, in interviews with construction experts, Leroy et al. (2013) found that LCA was rarely performed. In the questionnaire survey by Olinzock et al. (2015), 54% of the 179 respondents had never used LCA. In a recent literature survey, Cabez et al. (2014) found that most LCA papers look at “exemplary buildings”, i.e. buildings that were planned to have high environmentally performance. Barriers to a wider implementation of LCA in the construction sector can be sorted into two categories: firstly, the lack of data, cost and complexity of LCA (Cooper and Fava, 2008; Olinzock et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2013; Scheuer et al., 2003). Secondly, the lack of customer demand and government incentives (Olinzock et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2013).

Besides LCA, assessment frameworks like BREEAM and LEED are widespread (Ding, 2008; Zuo and Zhao, 2014). These frameworks assess the building’s performance in terms of its environmental impact, and sometimes its social and economic dimensions. However, Ding (2008) questions the adequacy of environmental assessment frameworks as design support tools. In the same spirit, Zuo and Zhang (2014) use assessment frameworks as a defining feature of green buildings rather than as a tool to design sustainable buildings. In what follows, we do not consider assessment frameworks as ecodesign tools because they evaluate complete designs rather than help designers during the design process. However, design guidelines written to help designers comply with assessment frameworks can be considered as ecodesign tools.

Design tools such as Computer-Assisted Drawing (CAD) software or Building Performance Simulation (BPS) software are also not included in our scope of ecodesign tools. Although these tools are indispensable in building design, and are very popular (Attia et al. (2011) count no less than 389 tools for BPS), they do not have a specific environmental orientation and therefore leave responsibility to the user when applying them for environmental purposes. This choice is in line with the ecodesign literature which usually does not include mainstream CAD and simulation tools.

2.3. Issues addressed in this paper

A reason regularly identified for the lack of implementation of ecodesign tools is the inadequacy between proposed ecodesign tools and designers’ needs (Lindahl, 2006; Lofthouse, 2006; Millet et al., 2007). Research may have its share of responsibility in this result. Indeed, many papers presenting ecodesign tools fail to mention implementation. Only 122 of the 339 papers on ecodesign tools analyzed by Baumann et al. (2002) are “empirical”, as opposed to “conceptual”. In those articles, “empirical material is presented, but often as an illustration rather than as a testing ground for the hypotheses”. Baumann et al. (2002) conclude that there is “too much tool development” and that “those involved in the field are more interested in developing a new tool than on studying the use of existing ones and to evaluate them in order to improve them”—a classic issue in design
research (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009). As a result, many ecodesign tools do not meet designers’ expectations and are not used.

To fill this gap between research and practice, new approaches are needed to identify designers’ needs for ecodesign tools. Once the needs of designers are known, existing tools can be adapted or hybridized, or new tools can be developed. This is particularly interesting in the construction sector, where LCA appears to be the only well-known ecodesign tool. More knowledge on the needs of building designers could allow the adaptation of ecodesign tools from other sectors to the construction sector.

Therefore, this paper addresses the following questions:

1. What are the barriers for ecodesign tool implementation in the building sector? What are the current ecodesign practices?
2. How well do existing ecodesign tools meet designers’ needs?
3. Which developments would have the most impact for designers?

To answer these questions, we undertake a qualitative descriptive study in the French construction sector. Two phases of interviews (thirty people in total) are carried out with professionals. In the first phase, the objective is to understand practices during building design: process steps, roles and interactions between actors. The second phase focuses on ecodesign: is it implemented and how, and how much do professionals know about ecodesign tools. We use an algorithm drawn from a usage-driven innovation methodology to analyze the results of the interviews and identify in which situations new ecodesign tools would provide the most value for designers.

3. Methods

3.1. Research framework

The literature review shows that ecodesign tools are often not fit for designers’ usages. In recent years, a research stream has developed around usage-driven design. One specific application and embodiment of usage-driven design is the Radical Innovation Design® (RID) methodology developed by Yannou et al. (Yannou, 2015; Yannou et al., 2013). RID has proved its efficiency and robustness in a wide range of sectors, e.g. automotive suppliers, the pharmaceutical industry, healthcare IT solutions or robotics, see (Yannou et al., 2013) for examples. RID has two stages: Problem Design and Solution Design. As our interest lies in understanding why tools are not implemented and which gaps exist in the offer for ecodesign tools, we focus on the Problem Design stage.
In the RID methodology, usages are analyzed to identify value buckets, i.e. important usage situations where major problems occur and for which few or no existing solutions are useful or efficient. To detect value buckets that need addressing in innovative solutions, an algorithm is proposed based on Dependency Structure Modelling (DSM) (Browning, 2001): the DSM Value Bucket (DSM VB) tool (Yannou et al., 2016). The DSM VB uses matrices across three domains: a solutions domain, a problems domain and a usage situations domain. These three domains are mapped one-to-one to populate three matrices (fig. 1):

- Matrix A represents how often problems occur in usage situations. It is called the "ideal performances" matrix.
- Matrix B represents how solutions are relevant with regards to problems.
- Matrix C represents how solutions are relevant with regards to usage situations.

By multiplying matrices C and B, the way current solutions usually tackle specific problems in specific situations is assessed. Matrix C*B therefore shows the average performance of available solutions. By normalizing matrices A and C*B, and then subtracting C*B from A, actual issues in situations are compared to how well available solutions solve them. As a consequence, matrix D = A – C*B shows the gap between the actual issues and the remaining issues after available solutions have been applied. The bigger the gap, the less effective the available solutions. As all problems are not equally important and usage situations are not equally frequent, both dimensions are weighted to obtain the value buckets which are displayed as the highest values in matrix E. Value buckets are areas in the space of user situations where current tools do not address problems properly. Therefore, in these areas, there is a potential to create value for users. The content of the algorithm is presented in more details in Section 5.

Figure 1 - DSM Value Bucket tool data flow, adapted from (Yannou et al., 2016)
To apply this approach to building ecodesign tools, three sets of information are needed:

- Existing solutions (ecodesign tools which are or could be used for building design)
- Problems experienced by building designers
- Usage situations that designers experience.

A methodological framework is proposed to acquire this knowledge (fig. 2). Existing solutions are reviewed from the literature. Usage situations are drawn from a first interview phase and two case studies. Problems arise from the literature review, from interviews with professionals and from two case studies.

![Figure 2 - Research framework](image)

### 3.2. Data collection

**Interview phase 1**

This first phase of interviews is mainly exploratory. The objectives are to map the current building design process, to understand who the actors in this process are, how they interact, and what the main decisions are. Eleven experts were interviewed, either by phone or face-to-face. Some interviews involved multiple interviewees, and were therefore closer to a focus group approach. We provide a supplementary file with details on the profiles of the interviewees.

After these eleven people were interviewed, two additional interviews (2 hours and then 1 hour) were carried out with interviewee number 1 (an expert with 30 years of professional experience in the French construction sector) to validate the process map extracted from the other interviews. All interviews were semi-structured (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009): open questions had been prepared but the interviewees were free to go beyond this frame.
Interview phase 2

In this phase, we focus on the environmental dimension in the design process. The objective is to identify current ecodesign practices and barriers preventing practitioners from going further. The role of each actor in the integration of environmental aspects is investigated. The way information on the environmental dimension of the project is shared among actors is also established. Nineteen professionals and researchers took part in semi-structured interviews. The profiles of the interviewees are described in Supplementary file 1 on the electronic version of this article. Two interviewees had already participated in phase 1 (interviewees number 7 and 15). The panel includes all types of actors in building design projects. Twelve interviewees have an engineering background, three interviewees had a mixed architecture-engineering background, and four were trained as architects. The first interviewees came from the authors’ network, while the next interviewees were contacted by “snowball sampling” (one interviewee giving the contact of the next one).

Questions were adapted depending on the profile of the interviewee, but the same general structure was kept. Interviewees generally extended the discussion far beyond the scope and the questions of the interview script, which was oriented towards the sketches stage. The script is provided as a companion to the electronic version of this article (Supplementary file 1). It starts with a presentation of the interviewee, their company and their projects. The second part focuses on the building design process, in order to map the flows of environmental information. Then the role of the interviewee during early design phases is investigated in greater depth. The third part consists of thematic subjects. First, users’ involvement during design stages is discussed, because user-centered design is considered a promising approach for sustainable design (Wever et al., 2008). Next questions are about ecodesign tools. LCA receives special attention, because the literature review and preliminary discussions with professionals showed that it is the most recognized tool in the construction industry. The use of Building Information Models (BIM) is also discussed. BIM is a collaborative 3D computer-assisted way to design buildings which might disrupt building design organization (Bryde et al., 2013; Succar, 2009). The interview concludes on the topic of management of ecodesign knowledge and environmental knowledge created during projects.

Embedded case studies of projects A and B

To obtain more precise and specific data about usage situations and problems, a case study concerning two specific projects was also undertaken. The company is a French promoter, active in office, residential and commercial buildings, with around 1,500 employees and a turnover of approximately 2.5 billion euros per year. The choice of the company was opportunistic as one of its employees had been interviewed during the second phase of interviews. It presents sustainable design as a key element of its strategy. Historically, it started with carbon accounting. It then
considered impact transfers, turning to life cycle analysis. It has launched pilot programs in building rehabilitation and passive buildings. Two projects were selected in this company, both of which are office buildings. One was started in 2010 and delivery was originally planned for the end of 2014. The other project was in design at the time of the study. This configuration allowed the association of feedback on the first project and live data on the second. Both projects were followed by the same environmental consultancy.

4. Results

4.1. Building design process in France

The first result, drawn from interview phase 1, is an understanding of the building life-cycle and the stages of the design process in France (fig. 3).

![SADT (Structural Analysis and Design Technique) model of the building life-cycle](image)

The vocabulary used by construction professionals can be tricky: for them, “design” starts after the program phase has been completed. However, the program phase consists in specifying the requirements that will enable the building to be designed: it is considered a design activity in Pahl and Beitz’s systematic design framework (Pahl and Beitz, 1996) and in INCOSE’s system design method (Walden et al., 2015). This article considers all stages prior to the construction phase as design stages.

The interviews clearly showed that building design in France is organized sequentially. Several main steps are separated by major deliverables. These deliverables lead to decisions being made. The first one is taken at the end of the program stage. A document listing functional specifications and performance objectives is edited (called “programme” in French). Then, during early design,
architects generate sketches. At the end of early design, project managers choose one sketch to be developed for the rest of the project (possibly from amongst proposals by different architects). During detailed design, concepts for structure, facade and HVAC system (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) are tested, which leads to a decision is made on a concept for structure, facade and HVAC system. During the project study, decisions are made about finishing touches: materials for doors, wallpapers carpets, etc.

The composition of the project team varies during this process. For the feasibility study and the program stage, the developer works with her assistants. After this “program” phase, the architect and the engineers are selected. Following the design phase, the building contractors are selected. In this configuration, architects are not present during the program phase, and contractors are absent during the design phase. Co-definition of requirements between customer and designer, and concurrent engineering between designers and contractors are impossible. Although alternative process configurations exist, this process is mandatory for all public projects in France. According to the interviewees, the same process is used in most private projects, and the emergence of environmental considerations has not modified this structure.

4.2. The environmental dimension during building design

To complete the activity-based view in Figure 3, interview phase 2 provided a model of how actors communicate about environmental aspects (Figure 4). In this model, the design team is composed of the architect team and the engineering consultancies.
Concerning the environmental dimension during the building design process, four important elements were identified during interview phase 2.

**Central role of the environmental consultancy**
The environmental consultancy is the only actor with a global view of environmental stakes of the work of all design team members (architects, structural engineers, HVAC engineers, power engineers, etc.). The environmental consultancy is in charge of translating these technical elements into analysis and recommendations that are easily understandable by the client, often related to certifications. Design team members communicate on technical elements (power consumption, sun exposure, etc.), but the interpretation of this data in environmental terms is performed by the environmental consultancy.

**Importance of the extended project context**
The client is a representative of her company: she is responsible for managing costs, quality and delays. However, not all companies allow the same amount of freedom to these representatives: factors such as company culture, project value, importance of the project to company image, will have an impact. This can be expressed in terms of budget variations or imposed selection of key players, for instance. As a consequence, constrained budgets may push designers towards low-cost solutions, and some key project actors may be imposed to be people with limited knowledge, experience or interest in environmental issues. This shows the need to include an organizational, company-centered perspective and not only a technical, project-based one.

**Motivational aspects**
Several interviewees mentioned the fact that the project can only attain its highest sustainability level if all actors work with this objective in mind. Although legislation is pushing in this direction, not all professionals are yet fully convinced. To quote one interviewee, “the project will only be as environmentally good as the motivation of the least motivated member”. The selection of project members is crucial here.

**Difference between SMEs and bigger companies**
This difference is classic in ecodesign (Buckingham et al., 2014). It concerns both resources and stakes. Concerning resources, all big companies interviewed had a “sustainability” department or an “environment” team. The organizational structures varied but permanent resources were allocated to environmental questions, including ecodesign (with varying maturity levels). These departments investigated new certifications, new methodologies and innovative materials. Small firms did not have such resources. Concerning stakes, publicly owned companies in France are obliged by law to issue a sustainability report every year. This can have impact on investors’ behavior and is one of the bases for extra-financial notation. Consequently, these companies have to show initiatives and
results to maintain their corporate image, including towards financial markets. This is not the case for SMEs, where this initiative is more closely related to management motivation.

The three last factors – extended project context, motivational aspects and company size – show the diversity of the construction sector. Therefore, in what follows, the structure of the design process, which is stable across the sector, can be used when a constant reference point is needed.

4.3. Barriers and opportunities for ecodesign tool implementation

Although everyone interviewed claimed to take the environment into account in their projects, the range of practices is very wide. It goes from limited adaptation of usual practices and emphasis on certain criteria (e.g. work on architectural compactness for architects) to the introduction of new tools in the design process (e.g. an environmental management system based on custom-made spreadsheets for decision traceability, or databases on innovative materials). Overall, knowledge of tools and of their application is limited. All interviewees were familiar with the French certification scheme HQE, although one of them declared that he did not apply for the certification for his projects and used it only as a guideline. The others generally applied for the certification for their projects. On occasions they did not ask for the certification because it required a lot of paperwork or because it constrained design too much. All but two interviewees knew LCA at least by name. This was the only ecodesign tool they could mention.

This raises a question: why are all other ecodesign tools so poorly known? The transfer of knowledge from academia to industry is a recurring issue in all domains. However, in France, today, ecodesign is a well-communicated subject. Books on building ecodesign (Menet and Gruescu, 2014), studies by various agencies (AFNOR and ADEME, 2008), technical sheets in widespread engineering encyclopedias (Janin and Bellini, 2011) offer a panorama of ecodesign tools such as LCA, Eco-Design Pilot and checklists and are easily found on the internet. We propose three tentative explanations for the weak knowledge of ecodesign tools in the construction sector.

Firstly, there is a strong feeling among the people we interviewed that all construction projects are different and therefore standardized methods are less adequate than in mass manufacturing industries. Indeed we heard many times in our interviews that the construction sector is, allegedly, “not like the industry”. This could prevent building designers from investigating methods developed for a wide range of applications, and not specifically aimed at the construction sector. Specific communication, from professional organizations for instance, could help with this.

Secondly, our interviews also suggest a reactive rather than proactive culture among construction professionals, triggered by regulatory evolutions. We have already mentioned that LCA is more and
more included in certifications and regulations, thus the overwhelming attention given to LCA at the expense of other tools. All interviewees seemed influenced by the HQE assessment framework, and those working in bigger companies or in environmental consultancies also mentioned BREEAM and LEED. New auditing schemes could shift the trend towards a more diverse toolbox.

Thirdly, we can suppose that those who tried the aforementioned tools did not perceive them as useful. Following Everett Rogers’ model of the diffusion of innovations (2003), early adopters need to find an advantage in a new product to start using it and launch a trend. The literature review showed that ecodesign tools are often perceived as unfitted to designers’ needs. Here the issue comes from the tools themselves, as they result in an insufficient toolbox to address the challenge of ecodesign. Whilst the two previous points called for cultural or regulatory action, in this case we need to identify what are the unresolved issues from adopting ecodesign tools. This is the objective of the DSM Value Bucket analysis performed in Section 5.

**Opportunities and barriers for LCA deployment**

Even if most interviewees knew about LCA, few of them had put it into practice. When we asked interviewees why they did not use LCA more, two types of barriers were identified: implementation and communication.

Implementation barriers are the problems faced when trying to conduct LCA in a design process. The first implementation barrier is that *LCA comes too late*. LCA is suitable for evaluating completely defined products, at the end of the design process, but at this stage modifying the product is too costly (Millet et al., 2007). The second implementation barrier is the *difficulty of obtaining data*. LCA requires a lot of data on materials and this data can be hard to come by (Reap et al., 2008a). In France, since 2014, industrialists who wish to communicate on the environmental qualities of their products need to produce an Environmental Product Declaration (FDES in French) and input it into a central database called INIES (Passer et al., 2015). However, according to interviewee #19 smaller companies do not all have the resources or the ambition to take these steps. Therefore, one concern for the interviewees (#1 and #19) is that “innovative” products (bio-sourced products for instance) often do not appear in LCA databases. Third, the fact that *results vary from one software and one database to another* deters professionals from using LCA. This variation in the results has been evidenced by Takano et al. (2014). Confidence in LCA is limited due to these variations, which also generates indecision on which LCA software to choose. The final implementation barrier is economic: *LCA is perceived as expensive compared to the benefit it brings*.

Communication barriers are those which prevent the exploitation of LCA results either within or outside the company. The first communication barrier is the *lack of demand*: the value of LCA is not
clearly perceived, as customers do not ask for it. Secondly, LCA is not included in certifications, or it does not give enough points. This makes it tough to evaluate whether a project is “doing well” or should be improved. It is therefore difficult to communicate inside the company and to clients. Fourthly, LCA methods give no priorities between impact categories. People do not know which impact category should be improved as a priority. Moreover, important sustainability issues are not included. Urban local biodiversity and internal air quality are emerging concerns which are not addressed by LCA. Finally, not all software are compatible with all certification frameworks, e.g. French certification HQE and British certification BREEAM. These communication barriers show the importance of certifications and commercial differentiation. As long as LCA does not provide a clear opportunity to communicate, these barriers will remain.

Motivation for conducting LCA is mostly prospective. Opportunities that actors are aware of include providing for future evolutions in regulation or certification. It is also performed to develop simple, heuristic, decision-aiding methodologies. Finally, LCA is considered as offering differentiating information to customers, as noticed previously by Leroy et al. (2013).

**Opportunities and barriers for BIM deployment**

All interviewees were aware of BIM and enthusiastic about its potential, but only one could mention a project where it had been implemented. The project was very complex and involved cross-Atlantic collaboration between architects.

The first benefit expected from BIM deployment lay in easier data sharing during design, which could solve data issues for LCA. Second, maintenance and exploitation would be made easier if accurate drawings were always available and shared between partners. Finally, BIM is expected to increase productivity in production. However, lack of training, especially in SMEs, and the absence of a common method is preventing the adoption of BIM for regular projects.

**Current practices and tools**

Currently, ecodesign is based on “classic” building design tools such as solar simulation, wind simulation, or building energy simulation. Rules-of-thumb are applied on parameters such as orientation and then simulated. Such approaches do not take a lifecycle perspective on the environmental impact of the building, which is a distinctive aspect of ecodesign. They ignore some dimensions of environmental impact (for instance toxicity, water consumption, or energy required to produce the materials) to focus mainly on energy consumption during the use-phase. Indeed, increasing effort is being expended on energy issues as Energy Performance Contracts become more frequent. In these contracts, designers and contractors commit to a certain energy consumption for
the building they are delivering. Some emerging concerns are also becoming apparent, such as urban biodiversity. In addition to energy-related tools, private databases are built to cope with the missing products in national databases. Three interviewees mentioned such databases (interviewees #1, #15 and #19). Besides, most companies use their own project environmental management tools. These are spreadsheet-based. These tools were mentioned in two interviews (interviewees #1 and #16).

5. Data treatment – DSM Value Bucket analysis

Having presented the results of the data acquisition phase, we now present an analysis of these results using the DSM VB tool.

Seven problems have been extracted from the list of issues reported in Section 4.2. This is because they were the most frequent, shared by at least two interviewees. These issues are problems experienced by practitioners when trying to practice ecodesign and to monitor, manage and reduce the environmental impact of the buildings they design. The seven problems are:

- **Low level of environmental data**: this occurs when not much is known about the components or the usage, or the data is mainly qualitative.
- **Low level of technical data**: for example, drawings are not available for the analysis.
- **Difficulty to compare the environmental impact to other criteria**: such as investment cost, maintenance cost, ease of maintenance, or functional aspects.
- **Difficulty to position the project**: this is when a project is analyzed but it is difficult to say if the project's performance is "good" or "average" or "poor".
- **Cost of analysis is too high**: because existing methods are too expensive.
- **Delay of analysis is too high**: when existing methods take too long compared to the lifecycle of the project.
- **Difficulty to compare options**: when multiple criteria need to be considered and no priorities are set, or when the analysis carried is not able to differentiate options for instance.

Given the wide scope of the study, our usage situations are less specific than what is usual in RID. Following the Decision-Based Design paradigm (Hazelrigg, 1998), the usage situations follow the main decision stages of the design process. They concern the environmentally conscious design and choice of **Program**, i.e. the requirements for the building to be designed; **Sketches**, when an architectural concept is chosen from proposals made by different architects; **Structure**: wood, steel, concrete; **Facade concept**, when the concept (using a double-skin façade for example) and the materials (wood, steel, glass, concrete) for the façade are selected; **HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning) system architecture, when the structure and technology for HVAC (centralized or decentralized, gas or electric, etc.) is chosen; and Finishing touches, i.e. when internal elements like doors, wallpapers or carpeting materials are selected. "Environmentally conscious design and choice" means an informed decision, including explicitly the environmental impact as a criterion, even if the best option from an environmental point of view is not ultimately chosen.

Finally, six tools have been selected for analysis:

- Complete LCA (ISO, 2006; The EeBGuide Project, 2012), the classic LCA including all materials and flows during the whole lifecycle of the building
- Screening LCA (The EeBGuide Project, 2012), a simplified LCA for early stages, "usually performed using readily accessible data" (Moberg et al., 2010), and focused on known main contributors
- Quality Function Deployment for Environment (QFDE) (Masui et al., 2003), a modified QFD methodology including environmental aspects. QFD has been applied for green building design (Gillis and Cudney, 2014; Wood et al., 2016)
- Ecodesign Pilot (Vienna TU, Institute for Engineering Design, 2012; Wimmer and Züst, 2001), a generic tool to identify ecodesign strategies using checklists
- A guide by the reference French institute on building sustainability (Nibel and Valicourt, 2012). This is a step-by-step guide for the management of the sustainability aspects of a construction project
- « Evaluation simplifiée et qualitative du cycle de vie » (simplified and qualitative life-cycle assessment in French) or ESQCV (Grisel and Duranthon, 2001; Ventere, 2000) is a semi-quantitative, matrix-based method. ESQCV highlights the weak points of the product, where LCA data would be useful to inform decision-makers. An example of application is the EcoCamps project to design sustainable holiday camps (LIFE Programme, 2004).

The rationale behind this choice of tools is to cover a wide range of ecodesign tools, from LCA to guidelines. These tools were not mentioned in the interviews, except for LCA. We can therefore assume that they have at best a low visibility in the French construction sector. The objective here is to test whether, if those tools were widely known, there would still be gaps in the toolset available to designers.

Scales for completing the matrices were 0. No/Never; 1. Very few; 2. A few/rarely; 3. Some/sometimes; and 4. Many/Often. The data was obtained as follows:
• For Matrix A (situations * problems), expert data was obtained from two environmental consultants. Each interviewee filled in a matrix, after which mean values were calculated. As mentioned in Section 4.2., environmental consultants are central to the interplay between technical characteristics and their environmental significance. This is why we asked them specifically, rather than the people we had interviewed previously.

• The interviews showed that professional building designers have limited or no knowledge of tools other than LCA and certification frameworks. Therefore matrix B (tools * problems) and matrix C (situations * tools) were completed based on the analysis of the literature on the tools under evaluation. Values were discussed between the authors until a consensus was reached. The tools have different levels of depth or specificity. For matrix B, the rationale was to evaluate whether a tool was able to provide any help given a certain problem (matrix B), for instance, if environmental data is really hard to come by, complete LCA will fall short. For matrix C we looked at whether a tool is helpful at one stage. For instance, when choosing the HVAC system, EcoDesign Pilot is too generic for a very specific and complex system. When choosing programme requirements, LCA is powerless because data is almost non-existent, therefore only broad projections can be made.

• Weighting coefficients for matrix D come from expert opinion. The authors asked three experts to rank problems and usage situations. Problems were ranked with regard to their importance and difficulty to solve. Usage situations were ranked with regard to the perceived impact of decisions made at this stage on the final environmental impact of the building. The experts were one academic carrying research on building design, a construction project management consultant with over twenty years of practice and teaching, and an architect-engineer with more than ten years in architecture, technical supervision and environmental coordination, the two latter had been interviewed previously. These experts were preferred over the people interviewed previously because they had some knowledge of the design engineering perspective we take on the construction sector. The Borda count (Borda, 1781) was used to reach a single value for each item. According to Hazelrigg, the Borda count “is acclaimed to be the scoring method least likely to produce anomalous result” (Hazelrigg, 2003). In the Borda count, “given the rankings of all individuals . . . the Borda count of an alternative is the total number of alternatives ranked below it. The alternatives are then ranked in decreasing order of their Borda counts.” (Goddard, 1983) More explicitly, in a Borda count on N items, in each vote the prime choice gets N points, the second N-1, and so on. Then points are summed for all voters. Equation 1 shows the calculation for the weights
on the importance of problems, in the case of $N$ problems being ranked by $M$ voters. In our case $M = 3$ and $N = 5$ for usage situations and 7 for problems.

$$\text{importance}(p) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} (N \times M - \text{rank}_p(k) + N) \quad (eq. 1)$$

The computation from initial matrices $A$, $B$ and $C$ to matrix $D$, and then to the final value in matrix $E$, is presented in equations 2 and 3:

$$D_{ij} = \text{Max} \left[ 0; \frac{A_{ij}}{\text{Max}_{kl}(A_{kl})} - \frac{C_{B_{ij}}}{\text{Max}_{kl}(C_{B_{kl}})} \right] \quad (eq. 2)$$

$$E_{ij} = \text{size}(i) \times \text{importance}(j) \times D_{ij} \quad (eq. 3)$$

The data flow is shown in figure 5. Results of the DSM Value Bucket analysis are shown in table 1.
Figure 5 - DSM VB data flow
In Table 1, the five top values are detached from the others (all 5 are over 30, whilst the next biggest value is 26). In matrix E, where the value is zero, tools already exist that could alleviate designers’ issues (the difference between the desired ideal performance and the performance offered by existing solutions is small). In other boxes, values should be read comparatively. The higher the value (darker boxes), the wider the gap between the desired ideal performance and the performance offered by existing solutions. Development efforts should focus on the widest gaps, i.e., by decreasing order of importance:

1. \( E_{1,4} \): Project positioning environmental performance when writing requirements, i.e. evaluating the harshness of the requirements and how stringent they are regarding environmental performance.
2. \( E_{1,3} \): Developing multicriteria assessment for program, i.e. tools to assess how the specification of a certain requirement can impact all the dimensions of project performance (e.g. how specifying environmental certifications can impact cost).
3. \( E_{2,4} \): Project positioning at the sketches stage.
4. \( E_{1,5} \): Comparing options at the program stage, i.e. assessing the impact of different choices made at this early stage.
5. \( E_{2,3} \): Developing multicriteria assessment for sketches, i.e. tools to assess how functionality, cost, delays and environmental impacts as well as other criteria balance each other in early phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usages</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Environmental data</th>
<th>Technical data</th>
<th>Multicriteria</th>
<th>Positioning project</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Comparing options</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketches</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finishing touches</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Normalized value bucket matrix**

*Table 1 - Results of DSM Value Bucket Tool (matrix E), rounded to the nearest integer value*
In a more general way, "project positioning" and "multi criteria" are the two columns with the highest sum of values, and for the lines the item with the highest sum of values is program, then sketches, and then HVAC.

6. Discussion

6.1. Lack of environmental and technical data
Lack of data is usually considered a key issue for building ecodesign, e.g. (Khasreen et al., 2009; Reap et al., 2008b) in the case of LCA. Here, this barrier is rated very low after computation with the DSM VB tool. There are two reasons for this: many tools exist which do not require extensive quantitative data (in our analysis, the HQE guide, EcoDesign Pilot, and QFD-E and ESQCV), and looking at matrix A in Figure 5 experts consider this problem to be less pressing than issues such as delay in analysis or multicriteria evaluation. New studies on the impact of taking generic data in LCA (Silvestre et al., 2015) should help to address this issue.

“Lack of technical data” also scores very low. This issue is rated high by experts for the program and sketches stages, but here again, tools exist for stages where there is still a high uncertainty on the specific technical choices. They remain largely unknown by practitioners but, combined together, they could help solve issues related to the lack of technical data.

6.2. Interpreting evaluation results
Problems appear to be more closely linked to the interpretation of results than to analysis itself. This aspect has already been underlined in theory (Reap et al., 2008b) and our study confirms empirically that practitioners encounter this issue. In the professional community, the need to develop methods to understand and give meaning to LCA data has been highlighted in a study of 10 French construction projects (ADEME et al., 2015).

The need to move towards multicriteria evaluation and sustainability concepts has been identified regularly (Cole, 2005; Ding, 2008; Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008). A recent international conference on LCA and Construction concluded to the need to "improve the interpretation of results by developing benchmarks to compare buildings from localized average types or best practice" and "develop decision-making tools and methods for construction stakeholders" (Lasvaux et al., 2014). These elements are quite similar to "comparing options", "multicriteria" and "project positioning". Nonetheless, the present conclusions are more precise as they specify precise steps in the process when these methodologies need to be provided to designers. First elements of solution exist, e.g. the definition of typologies or reference models for building energy consumption (Ballarini et al., 2014;
6.3. The DSM VB for building ecodesign: where, when and how

The methodology presented in Section 3.1. combines multiple data collection methods to feed the DSM VB tool. In this project, data collection alone would not have yielded the same results: interviewees often argued that lack of data was a significant issue for them, one they could not solve easily. However, it is shown that today this is not the main issue. During a feedback meeting on this project, participants agreed that the results were in line with their experience. One major advantage of the DSM VB analysis is therefore that it reveals hidden issues that are not directly mentioned by practitioners: its structuralist perspective is complementary to survey-based research. It also forces the careful definition of a set of problems, usage situations and the extraction of a set of archetypal existing solutions, which produces a usage-centered model of the situation. In the analysis of implementation in a given perimeter (in the present case, the French construction industry), this approach can provide ecodesign researchers and developers with insights on where to focus their efforts concerning both development and transfer to industry.

7. Conclusion

7.1. Contributions

In this article a method for analyzing ecodesign practice is applied in the French construction sector. A methodology is presented which combines a large empirical study and a tool from innovation management for data analysis. The first contribution is the empirical gathering of expectations and needs of building designers concerning ecodesign tools, which leads to the identification of gaps in the coverage of designers’ needs by existing ecodesign tools. The lack of multicriteria methods for the integration of environmental analysis into decision making and the lack of benchmarks to which designers can compare their projects are identified as major barriers. This is new information for ecodesign tool developers, which complements more theoretical studies, e.g. (Reap et al., 2008a).

The article also makes a methodological contribution by extending the range of application of the DSM VB tool to ecodesign tools. DSM VB has been used in many different sectors, and continues to prove its usefulness. It promotes the definition of usage-problem-solutions model of a problem situation, which allows to identify causes of perceived problems.

7.2 Perspectives

Besides the results on needed ecodesign tools for multicriteria analysis and benchmarking in early design stages, our study indicates wider perspectives for building ecodesign. Tools are only one
aspect of the solution: it is not only a case of providing the perfect tool, but also of creating a context where tools can be implemented.

**Building design process**

The current process of building design prevents integrated design. However, integrated design is an important enabler for designing green buildings (Rekola et al., 2012) in a context of increasingly complex systems (Srebric, 2008). The rigid sequence of contractual arrangements may prevent different options to be investigated in parallel, and then regardless of tools designers cannot compare what they have not designed. Moreover, the absence of an environmental specialist from the beginning to the end of the project poses the problem of coordination of the environmental dimension of the project. We have underlined (Section 4.2) the importance of a key actor: the environmental consultancy. Environmental consultancies work for and on behalf of the client. As they usually perform environmental analysis and manage certification processes, they have to interact with and centralize data from all designers (architects and engineers of all specialties: HVAC, structure, etc.).

At present, environmental consultancies are rarely present at the beginning of projects. Their role is often limited to certification, and sometimes LCA. Nonetheless environmental consultancies try to be more and more present for earlier design phases, as early as the program phase. It is in their interest but also in their clients’ interest to do so: the earlier the environmental dimension is integrated, the larger the potential for improved environmental performance. Moreover, as construction is a project-led industry, teams and consortia are recomposed regularly. Environmental consultancies are the most likely to store knowledge from various experiences, as they have the widest access to information from different actors. During interviews, environmental consultancies were the most proactive on environmental knowledge management inside projects, and between projects using feedback information. They could at the same time be environmental experts in the design team, and provide tools to other actors.

**Technological perspectives**

In the future, computer tools for data sharing and system modelling should be helpful. Interviewees have high hopes that BIM will be of great help to their practice. Future information technology will enhance model sharing and connection (Wong and Zhou, 2015). This will encourage, for instance, the connection of design with energy modelling (Geyer, 2012). The present research shows that environmental consultancies should play a key role in the management of these systems. This is in their interest, as BIM will enable quicker certification and LCA (Wong and Zhou, 2015). BIM could also bring continuity in a fragmented process and provide contractors, and even maintenance, with fuller information from designers. However, besides diffusion and training issues, a challenge remains to
be solved on the sharing of proprietary information through these systems and the ownership and responsibility of each actor on the system. Again, the issues of process integration and management are crucial, and propositions for engineering platforms focused on ecodesign, e.g. (Dufrene et al., 2013), could help.

**Research-practice gap and regulation**

The transfer from research into practice is a major issue, and the situation does not appear to have changed significantly since the analysis of Baumann et al. (2002). Most tools developed do not reach professional practice. This indicates that there is still a lack of testing and an abundant number of tools whereas insufficient attention is paid to their improvement and implementation. The results of this study show that the main issue for practitioners is on making decisions rather than on acquiring ever more sophisticated tools to evaluate what they did. However, if tools require any expertise or training, i.e. if their implementation comes at a cost, we have seen that companies in the building sector tend to limit their effort to the legislative minimum or to what’s included in labels and certifications. Standards and regulations are a major enabler for building ecodesign and can force professionals to investigate efficient methods developed by researchers since it will give them a competitive advantage.
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Supplementary file 1
Profiles of the interviewees

Table S.1 - Profiles of interviewees of phase 1 (F: face to face, P: phone)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee ID</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Company type</th>
<th>Company size</th>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Project management assistance consultancy</td>
<td>&lt; 3 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h30’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Researcher and teacher</td>
<td>Research in architecture and urban planning</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Environmental engineering consultancy</td>
<td>10-50 p</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 9</td>
<td>Project managers</td>
<td>Real estate development</td>
<td>&gt; 500 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h30’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&amp;11</td>
<td>Project manager, design engineer</td>
<td>Engineering consultancy (structural and energy engineering)</td>
<td>&gt; 500 p (group)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h20’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S.2 - Profiles of interviewees of phase 2 (F: face to face, P: phone)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee ID</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Company type</th>
<th>Company size</th>
<th>Interview Type</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Urban planning consultant</td>
<td>Environmental engineering consultancy</td>
<td>3-10 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h15’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carbon impact consultant</td>
<td>Carbon impact consultancy</td>
<td>&lt; 3 p</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Urban planning consultancy</td>
<td>&gt; 500 (group)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h15’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Director, project manager</td>
<td>Environmental engineering consultancy</td>
<td>3-10 p</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>30’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 &amp; 6</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Real estate development consultancy</td>
<td>3-10 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h15’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Project management assistance consultancy</td>
<td>&lt; 3 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h15’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Researcher and teacher</td>
<td>Research in architecture</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Researcher and teacher</td>
<td>Research in architecture</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 &amp; 11</td>
<td>Architects, directors</td>
<td>Architecture practice</td>
<td>3-10 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Project officer, advisor to representatives</td>
<td>Local public authority</td>
<td>5000 inhabit.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 &amp; 14</td>
<td>Project manager, project officer</td>
<td>Engineering consultancy (structural and energy engineering)</td>
<td>10-50 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Environmental engineering consultancy</td>
<td>10-50 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Environmental project manager</td>
<td>Real estate development</td>
<td>&gt; 500 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h15’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 &amp; 18</td>
<td>Innovation project manager, development project manager</td>
<td>Real estate development</td>
<td>&gt; 500 p</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1h15’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Consultant in LCA of building materials</td>
<td>Environmental consultancy</td>
<td>10-50 p</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>25’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary file 2
Questionnaires

This is the script that was used for the interviews in phase 2. The original French version is provided at the end of the document.

Questionnaire for experts

Date, place, name and surname of the interviewee.
Company, company type, size of the company.
Function of the interviewee, experience in the construction sector, initial training.
Experience in sustainable projects, specific training received.
Working particularly with a specific type of contract? (refers to the three French main contract categories in the construction sector)

Presentation of the interviewer and his project
Research intern at CSTB-ECP with a project on building ecodesign
Objective: understand how people work, the design process, its organization, based on the experience of experts

Sustainability
What’s a sustainable project?
Any experience of such projects? Do you have an example?

Sketches stage – architect selection
Are you present during the architect’s selection process?
What is your role during this stage?
What is at stake at this stage? What do you expect to obtain?
  - Highlight values: social, environmental, economic, cultural/artistic
Who do you work/collaborate with?
  - With whom are you contractually bound?
  - How often do you meet other actors?
Do you feel to have power at this stage, can you influence decisions? On which points?
  - List influence / decision potential
  - Constraints: regulatory, company processes, economic, choice made by another actor

Difference between « sustainable projects » and « regular ones »
What changes at the sketches stage when a project is presented as “sustainable”, “green”? How does this dimension appear?

Do you work differently? On which points?
- Decision-making
  - Choice of actors
    - Involvement of the building operator
    - Involvement of users (inhabitants)
  - In the use of information:
    - System-level (simulations, assessments, etc.)
    - Sub-systems (partial simulations and assessments)
    - Materials
  - In tasks:
    - New tasks
    - Modifications
    - Deletions

What are the difficulties at the sketches stage in sustainable building design projects?

**Ecodesign tools**

Do you know any ecodesign tool? Can you cite one?
- Known tools

Do you use them? Why?
How could they be improved? What would make them easier to use?
- Interfaces / effort / usage / usefulness

How do you account for the environmental dimension in your practice? How to reinforce this aspect?
More precisely, do you use LCA?
- When?
- To what end?
- How could its use be made easier (support, training, regulations...)? Ideally, what should it allow you to do?

Do you use BIM?
- In what way?
- As a communication channel?

**End**

Do you have any final comment?
# Questionnaire experts – Notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date :</th>
<th>Lieu :</th>
<th>Nom, prénom :</th>
<th>Compagnie :</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type d’entreprise :</th>
<th>Taille :</th>
<th>Fonction :</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Années d’expérience dans le secteur du bâtiment :**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Etudes :</th>
<th>Expérience en projets durables : OUI / NON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Formation spécifique :** OUI / NON

**Travaillez-vous sur un type de contrat plus régulièrement que les autres :**

Conception-réalisation / conception-réalisation-exploitation / concours d’esquisses + DCE

**PRESENTATION DE L’INTERVIEWEUR ET DU PROJET**

Guillaume Lamé, stagiaire recherche CSTB-ECP

Projet sur l’écoconception des bâtiments

Objectif : comprendre comment les gens travaillent, comprendre le processus de conception, l’organisation, en se fondant sur l’expérience de personnes expertes

**DURABILITE**

C’est quoi un projet durable ?

Avez-vous participé à ce type de projets ? Pouvez-vous donner des exemples ?

**CONCOURS D’ARCHITECTES**

Intervenez-vous pendant le concours d’architectes ?

Quel est votre rôle pendant cette phase ?

Qu’est-ce qui se joue pour vous à ce moment-là ? Quel est l’enjeu ? Qu’espérez-vous retirer de cette étape ?

- Faire ressortir les valeurs : sociale, environnementale, économique, culturelle/artistique

**Avec qui travaillez-vous ?**

- A qui êtes-vous lié par contrat ?
- Fréquence des liens avec les autres acteurs ?

**Est-ce que vous avez un pouvoir de décision ? D’influence ? Sur quels points ?**

- Liste de points d’influence (I) / décision (D) :
- Contraintes reçues
- Identifier les contraintes : schéma « réseau » par type de contraintes : réglementaires, pratiques internes à mon entreprise, économiques, consigne/choix d’un autre acteur

**DIFFERENCE ENTRE LES PROJETS « DURABLES » ET LES AUTRES**

Qu’est-ce qui change lors du concours d’architectes quand un projet est présenté comme « durable », « vert » ? Comment cet aspect se manifeste-t-il ?

**Est-ce que vous travaillez différemment ? Si oui, sur quels points ?**

- Dans la prise de décision :
- Dans la liste d’acteurs :
  - Place de l’exploitant:
Place de l’utilisateur :
- Dans les informations utilisées :
  - Niveau système (simulations, évaluations, etc.)
  - Niveau sous-systèmes (simulation et évaluations partielles)
  - Niveau matériaux (FDES, etc.)
- Dans les tâches :
  - Ajouts
  - Modifications
  - Suppressions

Quelles sont les difficultés rencontrées pendant le concours d’architectes dans un projet de conception de bâtiment durable ?

OUTILS D’ECOCONCEPTION

Connaissiez-vous des outils d’éco conception ? Pouvez-vous en citer ?
- Outils connus

En utilisez-vous en phase concours d’architectes ? Pourquoi ?
Qu’est-ce qui améliorerait ces outils ? Qu’est-ce qui renforcerait leur utilisation ?
- Segmenter : interface / mobilisation / usage (facilité) / utilité

Comment intégrez-vous le critère environnemental dans votre pratique ? Comment renforcer cet aspect ?

Plus précisément, utilisez-vous l’Analyse de Cycle de Vie (ACV) ?
- Quand ?
- Pourquoi, dans quel but ?
- Comment inciter à son utilisation (aides, contraintes, formation, éco-conditionnalité...) ?
  Dans l’idéal, qu’en feriez-vous ?

Utilisez-vous la maquette numérique (BIM) ?
- De quelle manière ?
- Comme support de communication ?

FIN

Avez-vous quelque chose à ajouter ?